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Slow-Mode Shocks in the 13art h’s Magnetosphere

by

William C. Feldman

Los Alamos NationaI Laboratory, Mail Stop D438, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

The locations and structure of slow-mode shocks in the earth’s magnetosphere are reviewed. To date,

such shocks have only been identified aiong the high latitude portions of the lobe-plasma sheet boundary of

tne geomagnetic taii. Although their intrinsic thickness is of the order of the upstream ion inertiai length,

they affect the internal state of a relatively much larger volume of surrounding plaama. In particular, they

support a wef.i-developed foreshock very similar to that observed upstream of the earth’s bow shock, and

a turbulent, strongly convecting downstream flow. They also figure importantly in the energy budget of

g-magnetic substorms and produce effects which are closely ana40gous to much of the phenomenology

known from solar observations to be associated with two-ribbon flares.

1) Introduction

Slow mode shocks are one of five possible MHD discontinuities (Colburn and Sonett, 1966) supported

by dilute plasmas. They are steepened, “supersonic,” dissipating waves across which magnetic energy in

the form of a Poynting flux, is transformed into plasma energy in the form of a kinetic bulk convection flux,

an enthaipy flux, and a heat flux. Their relative importance in space and astrophysical plasmas, stems

from their direct effect on the bulk characteristics of the plasmas and magnetic fields which cross them

and their indirect effect cm the structure of n large volume of neighboring upstream plasma. They may

also accelerate a iew particles to relatively high energies,

There are several Iocationti in the terrestrial magnetosphere where RIOWnhocke may omur. Consider

first the magr,~topause. An early ~naiysis of the structuro of the magnetoaphore (Levy c1 aL, 1964)

suggested that the boundary luver behind the magnetopause near its sunward edge may, at times, Lo a slow-

tnodc cxp~nsion fan. ‘1’hisfan covtd extend (nt times of steady npstroarn conditions), from near ths nom

of the magnotosphorc to its jlanks wQilbehind tilo cusp~. Such a configuration waa drawn schematically by

Levy ct al, ( 1004) and is shown in Jig, 1. A slow oxpm~Rionfnn may ahm mxmr in more Iocaiized geometries
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throughout the entire magnetopause boundary layer depending on the magnetic field orientation in the

upstream flow (e.g., Gosling et al., N86, and references therein).

The foregoing, slow expansion fan substructure of the magnetopause was predicted by Levy et al.

(1964) under the assumption that the front-side magnetosphere is a vacuum. As such it could never

steepen to form a slow-mode shock. However, if the ring-current density is ever high enough, an additional

inward propagating slow-mode compressive fan may form on the earthward side of the slow-mode expansion

fan. This component of the inner magnetopause wodd then stand in the outward-flowing ring-current ions

and deflect them to t $e sides. If conditions allow, the leading edge of this hypothetical, innermost fan,

may steepen into a slow-mode shock. Such a stmcture could also exist at high latitudes tailward of the

cusps during periods of northward magnetic field (e.g., see field topology sketched in Dungey, 1961). To

date, however, no such shock has been identified anywhere within the magnetopause boundary layer.

Another possible site for slow-mode shocks within the earth’s magnetosphere is at the Ieading edge of

plasmoids accelerated tailward into the pre-existing plasma sheet during the expansion phase of geomag-

netic substorms . This possibility follows from the theory of time-dependent reconnection (Pudovken and

Semenov, 1985, and references therein). However, it appears unlikely in tire geomagnetic tail. Slow-mode

waves would likely dampen before they steepen into shock waves in the plasma sheet of the distant g-

magnetic tail because the ratio of plasma pressure to rnagr-mtic pressure there is greater than one (see e.g.,

analysis in Hada and Kennel, 1985), Iildeed, this fact may be the re~on why slow-mode shocks hwe not

yet be{n identified near the leading edges of plasmoids observed in the distant geomagnetic tail (Feldman

cf af,, 1985).

A I=t possible site for the occurrence of ?Iow-rnode shock~ occurs along the high-latitude, lobe- plasmw

sheet boundaries in the geomagnetic tail. This possibility was first ~uggestw-1by Levy ei al. (1964) in

accordance with the model of magnetic freld reconnection prapowwi by Pctchek ( 1964). Slow-mod* shocks

which fit this model have been i4cntified recently (Feldman ri rd., 1984a; Smith et al,, 1984). The rest of

this review will be devoted to presenting the observational evidcncw that support tkmir cxi~tence and that

detail their role in determining the ntructurc and dynamics 0! the rcntral portion of the geomagnetic tail.

Evidence to Eupport the cxistcncc of tdow-mode shockn hounding the geotail ,)hunna rdwct wil] bc prc-

frentrd first in Section 2 followed by their in flucnm on neighboring plasmas in !%ction 3, The dmmlopmcnt

of mxtion 3 will draw heavily on analogy with the earth’s bow nhock and foreshock, Ttlo internal structure
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of these shocks will be detailed next in Section 4, anti their role in geomagnetic substorms is given in Sec-

tion 5. Section 6 will summarize all observations in terms of the presently, most widely accepted paradigm

of magnetotail structure. This paradigm will then be compared with a similar one used often to organize

a large body of observations of two-ribbon solar flares.

2) Existence of Slow Shocks in the Geomagnetic Tail

The north and south bounding surfaces of the plasma sheet in the di~tant geomagnetic tail were first

recognized as slow-mode shocks using plasma and magnetic field data measured aboard ZSEE 3 (Feldman

et af., 1984; Smith et af., 1984). A qualitative overview of the data record from the first passage of ISEE 3

through the deep geotail revealed sharp transitions marking the boundary between the lobe and the plasma

sheet, having all the correlated changes required of a slow-mode shock. Traversal of t~e boundary from

the plasma sheet to the lobe is accompanied by an increase in the magnitude of the magnetic field, B, and

decreases in the plasma number density, N, the electron temperature T, (proton temperatures were not

measured aboard ISEE 3 due to a failure in the ion plasma analyzer), and the tailward-directed component

of the plasma bulk velocity, -V=.

A. schematic view of the reconnection topology in the distant geomagnetic tail which organizes much

of the ISEE 3 data is shown in Fig. 2. The diagram at the bottom shows a coordinate system appr~priate

for an analysis of !hat part of the southern plasma sheet boundary encircled at the lower right in the top

view, A

elect ron

hatched

interest.

crossing at such a location waa observed at 2213 UT on 23 March 1983 at X = -119 RE. Selected

velocity moments and magnetic field components (in GSE coordinates) are shown in Fig. 3. ‘l’he

region above the plots of plasma density and magnetic field magnitude delineate the trmmrsal of

The southern edge of the plasma sheet crossed at N 2215 UT is idcntifkd as a slow-mode chock

a,~d is identified in the figure by the two solid vertical lines. Evidently a small oscillatory motion of this

boundary carried it first north completely across ISEE 3, then south partially touching ISEE 3, and then

finally north again leaving

top to bottom, one verifies

sheet-lobe boundary going

ISEE 3 permanently in the south lobe at 2220 UT. Scanning the data from

a decrease in density, flow speed, and electron temperature across the plasma

from MI to right, respectively, at 2213 UT, and an incre.sae in the electron

heat flux, Qc, and magnetic field magnitude. Although small oscillations in ttm magnetic flcld azimuth aro

cncountmcd at 2213 UT, all secular changes in the average azimuth occurred before 2213 UT, where A

executed a single rotation from 00 (sunward pointing) through 90° (dawnward p~inting) to 180° (tailward
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pointing). Finally, the polar angle of B swings from a direction strongly southward to near 0° at 2213 UT.

Although not shown in Fig. 3, the flow speed, which maximizes near 900 km/s before 2213 UT, is directed

tailward (-x) as indicated in the inset diagram in Fig. 2, and the heat flux is also directed tailward in the

lobe after 2213 UT. We note in passing that the heat flux stays high for some time after 2220 UT before

dropping by an order of magnitude to background. This precipitous drop is identified as the separatrix

and shown in Figs. 2 and 3 as dashed lines.

Another example of a slow-mode shock bounding the deep-tail plasma sheet is reproduced in Fig. 4,

Here the crossing occurred at about 220 RE downstream of the earth. It appears aa a single, clean traversal

of the distant plasma sheet-south lobe boundary at 1922 UT as indicated by the solid vertical line. Careful

inspection of all parameter variations shows the same correlations seen in Fig. 3, qualitatively consistent

with that expected for a slow-mode shock. In addition, we note that here, as before, the heat flux remains

high in the lobes after traversing the shock at 1922 UT until it travmses the separatrix sometime after

1940 UT, denoted by a daahed vertical line in Fig. 4. A data gap prevents a precise identification of this

boundary. Note also that the azimuth of ~ again executes a single rotation from, 0° to 180° through 90°

in the plasma sheet before the shock is encountered,

Althcugh the foregoing qualitative analysis shows that the bounding surface separating the plasma

sheet and lobes in the distant geomagnetic tail is consistent with a slow-mode shock, more information

is needed for a definitive identification. In particular, one needs to verif} a) that the lobe-plasma sheet

boundary is the front of a propagating disturbance, b) that the velocity of this disturbance is supersonic

relative to the slow-mode speed yet subsonic relative to ihe intermediate- lnode speed, and c) that the

transition from upstream (lobe) to downstream (plasma shat) is accomp,~nied by sufficient dissipation to

increase cnt ropy,

Starting first with (a), we note that any boundary in a MHIl fluid must propagate through the fluid

if the normal component of ~ relative to the boundary, flm, is nonzero. This result can be derived from

a subset of the one-fluid Rankine- IIugoniot relations. Iiowever rrmgwtic connectivity from one volume of

plasma !O another is mogt dccisivciy proven using suprathermal tmt particles, Indeed, this method was

first used to prove that the polar regions of the terrestrial magnetosphere were magnetically linked to the

sun Ly observing the direct entry of flale-generated solar energetic particles (see c,g., \Vcst and Vampola,

1971; l%nncll, 1973), A magnetic link~ge from the plasma sheet to both lobes in the distant tail proving
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that Bn # O was likewise proven

they appear as a tailward-flowing

by observing suprathermai plasma-sheet electrons in the lobes where

heat flux, and a downstream-directed beam of lobe electrons crossing

the boundary into the plasma sheet. Cuts through electron velocity distributions measured parallel to ~

aboard ISEE 3 during the 2 Feb 1983 crossing showing this fact, are reproduced in Fig. 5 (Feldman et ai.,

1985a). Note that the velocity distribution measured in the southern tail lobe at 1922:45 UT has a net

heat flux directed tailward, indicated by the hatched region at negative V=. An electron beam directed into

the plaama sheet is also seen at positive V= within the boundary transition at 1919:56 UT. This beam is

most readily explained as resulting from acceleration toward the plasma sheet by a magnetic field-aligned

electric field needed to maintain charge neutrality across a magnetical.ly-opm boundary (Feldman et al.,

1983; Schwartz et d., 1987).

Proof that the disturbances marking the plasma sheet-lobe boundary surface is propagating at a speed

between the slow-mode and intermediate-mode speeds requires solution of the one-fluid Rankine-Hugoniot

relations. Such an analysis was completed for 26 events similar to and including those shown in Figs. 3 and

4 (Feldman et d., 1984b; Schwartz et al., 1987). Indeed, ail events had slow-mode Mach numbers greater

than one, averaging 4.7, yet had intermediaw-mode Mach numbers less than one, averaging 0.94. “

The list requirement, of sufficient dissipation to increase entropy across the boundary, could only be

checked partially using the present data set. A sufficient condiiion for proof of such an increase is if

1.5tn (T,j/TU) > tn(Nd/NU) (1)

where subscripts u ard d denote upstream and downstream parameter values, respectively (Smith et af..

1984), Unfortunately, cnly electron temperatures were availeblv for the ISEE-3 distant-tail crossings. Since

T = T,+ Tp, and the Rankine-Hugoniot and yses generwy require Td/Tti > T~d/T,u, a check for the ~idity

of the inequality in equation (1) using the eiectron temperature alone should provide a lower-limit check on

the existence of sufficient dissipation. Nevertheless, application of equation 1 to all the parameters listed in

Table 1 of Schwartz et al. (1987) Rhows that 21 of the 26 transitions identified as nlow-mode shocks showed

~ufficient dissipaticm in the eiectrons alone to ensure that the downstream entropy wsa greater than that

upstream, Fo~r of the five trsmsitions that did not satisfy equdtion 1 were suf?lciently ciose as to leave

little doubt that the ions could have accounted fo: the deficit, ~nd one transition is prcscntiy uncertain.

We therefore conclude that the boundary i)etween the plasma ~iwet and the Me ;;! the distant

geomagnetic tsl) is often a tdow-mode nhock. To date only one boundary croesing in the nes.r geomagnetic
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tail has been checiced sufficiently quantitatively (Feldman et af., 1987) to prove that, at times, slow-mode

shocks may form the leading edge of these boundaries as well.

3) Slow-Mode Foreshocks

A relatively thin boundary layer, separating the plasma sheet and lobes, has been identified recently

as a distinct, enduring feature of the geomagnetic tail (Lui et al., 1977, 1983; Decoster and Frank, 1979;

Parks et al., 1979, 1984; Mobius et al., 1980; Forbes et al., 1981; Frank et al., 1981; Andrews et ai., 1981;

Sharp et al., 1981, 1982; Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1981; WiU@ns, 1981; Cowley et al., 1984; Orsini et uL,

1984; Eastman et af., 1984, 1985; Scholer et al., 1984; Richardson et al., 1984; Pederson et af., 1985). Two

schematic views of this layer in relation to neighboring structures, thought to exist often in the geomagnetic

tail, are shown in Fig. 6. Whereas the top view shows a cut along the noon-tidnight meridian, the bottom

view shows a cut parallel to the dawn-dusk meridian through the tail looking earthward.

Average measured properties of these layers, on either the earthward or tailward side of the neutral

line, differ only slightly. These differences are readily explained by the prcxence of the ionosphere and

a mirror magnetic fie!d geometry on the earthward side, and the interplanetary medium and an open-

field geometry on the tailward side. However, their characteristics can change greatly during geomagnetic

substorms Nevertheless, the following general properties are often observed. These can be simply organized

by progressing along a direction antiparallel to their outward normal from the lobes into the plasma sheet.

Starting first on the earthward side of the neutral line, one first encounters high enero electrons at the

separatrix boundary. These electrons are not streaming but may at times have a bidirectional anisotropy

(Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1981; Parks et al., 1984). Enhancements in electron fluxes at suprathermal eaergies

are aIso seen to begin at this boundary (Parks et al., 1984; Feldman et af., 1987). They are observed to

have variable but generally field aligned anisotropies. At times these anisotropies are unidirectional in the

ion flame o! reference yielding field-aligned currents (Frank et al., 1981).

A layer of energetic and suprathermal ions begins inside the outer edge of the boundary layer as

defined by the energetic and suprathermai electrons. The highest energy ions occur first and are generally

observed to be streaming earthward (Mobius et af., 1980; Andrews et af., 1981; Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1981;

Williams, 1981; Lui et al,, 1983), At lower energies, these suprathermal ions often appear as a distinct

entity convecting earthward through the ambient lobe plasma ( Decoster and Frw~k, 1979). They can also

appear as an ion heat flux directed earthward (Feldman et al., 1987). Closer to the plasma sheet, beams of
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tailward directed iens are seen superimposed on the earthward beams just mentioned (Forbes et al., 1981;

Andrews et al., 1981; Williams, 1981). Streams of tailward-propagating ionospheric oxygen ions aa well

as counter streaming 0+ beams are sometimes observed to be enhanced during periods of geomagnetic

activity (Sharp et af., 1981; Crsini et al., 1984; Eastman et al., 1984).

Although there are some notable exceptions, the structure of the plaama sheet boundary layer tailward

~f the neutral line is remarkably similar to that earthward of the neutral line. Again, progressing antiparal.lel

to the outward normal of the separatrix boundary surface, a layer of tailward-streaming energetic electrons

is encountered first, thereby defining the separatrix boundary surface (Baker and Stone, 1976, 1977; Bieber

and Stone, 1980; Bieber et al., 1982; Bieber, 1984; Scholer et al., 1984a). No bidirectional electron fluxes

are observed in this layer in contrast to the case earthward of the neutral line. In the suprathermal energy

range, a strong, taiiward-directed electron heat flux is also observed to start at the separatrix boundary

(Feldman et al., 1984a, 1984b, 1985). Further in, but close to the separatrix boundary, a tailward streaming

flux of suprathermal ions is encountered next (Cowley et af., 1984; Richardson and Cowley, 1985). In

contrast to that observed in the earthward components of the plasma-sheet boundar] layer, no return (in

this case, cart hward directed) ion fluxes are seen in the distant tail boundary layer.

A variety of strong wave activity is observed to accompany the foregoing enhanced particle fluxes in

the plasm~sheet boundary layers. Near the earth, enhanced levels of broadband electrostatic turbulence

are observed near to, but outside of, the plasma sheet (Scarf et af., 1974; Gurnett et! al., 1976). Whistler-

mode bursts (Gurnett et al., 1976) as well as large electric field spikes (Cattell et cL, 1982; Pedersen

et uL, 1985) are sometimes observed cospatially Enhanced levels of broadband electrostatic turbulence are

also observed in the far-tail, plasma-sheet boundary layer (Scarf et af., 1984a). However, additional wave

activity observed in the distant tail that haa not been reported in the near tail layer are intense fluxes alf

plasma waves (Scarf et af., 1984b) and tailward propagating magnetosonic waves (Tsurutani and Smith,

1984; Tsurutani et al., 1985).

A pictorial representation summarizing all the foregoing observations is synthesized in Fig. 7. The

similarities of this representation with that developed for the earth’s foreshock (me, e.g., Thomsen, 1!)85;

I{limas, i985; and references therein), are seen to be sufficiently close to identify the plasma-sheet boundary

layers in the geomagnetic tail as slow-mode foreshocks. The lobes of the geomagnetic tail are then analogous

to the bow-chock unperturbed solar wind, and the plasma ehezth is analogou8 to the shocked sohu wind,
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or rnagnetosheath.

4) Internal Structure ofa Slow-Mode Shock

The only detailed study of the internai structure of a slow-mode shock waa conducted recently (Feld-

man et al., 1987). This sh{ ‘- marked the northern boundary of the near-earth plasma sheet during the

recovery phase of an isolatt ‘ geomagnetic substorm which commenced at 1112 LTTon 24 April 1979. A

selection of plasma w (I field parameters detailing this shock transition is shown in Fig. 8. From top to

bottom are the magnitude of the magnetic field, B, the electron number density, NE, the X-component

of the proton bulk velocity, V=p (downward going speeds represent earthward flow), and the electron, Te,

ad proton, Z’P,temperatures. The vertical lines in both temperature plots connect the maximum and

minimum values of the diagonalized temperature tensors. No proton data is plotted before about 1140 UT

because the density is not sufficiently high to allow a reliable determination of the velocity moments of

single measurements of the proton velocity distribution function.

An overview of the parameter variations in F’ig. 8 shows the same qualitative trends noted earlier for

the slow-mode shocks in the distant tail; B decreases from the lobe (left) to the plasma sheet (right) while

IV, IVI, and T increase. In contrzwt to the edier example~, though, the plasma jets toward, rather than

away, from the earth and the entire transition here is not a ~hock. Rather, the relatively small decrease

in B at about 1142:30 (located between the third and fourth vertical lines from the left) is the shock and

is followed by a large-amplitude, siow-mode compression fan. The fact that the plasma is observed to

jet toward the earth downstream of the shock indicates that it represents that part of the plmma sheet

boundary earthward of the neutral line.

Our presentation of the internal structure of this slow-mode shock will start on the upstream side

(to the left in Fig. 8) and proceed systematically through the shock to the downstream side (to the right

in Fig. 8), The first encounter with the shock appears at about 1139 UT as a modest enhancement in

the electron temperature and density. This foot-like feature, representing an upstream electron heating

that extends to about 1141:20 UT, can be identified with the electron foreshock. Contained within the

upstream edge of the electron foreshock is a strong, earthward directed ion heat flux, which starts at about

1140:40 UT and terminates near the upstream edge ef the shock as shown in Fig. 9. ‘I’his feature can be

identified with the proton foreshock.

The shock transition it~elf supports a macroscopic, electrostatic potential gradient. The sign of this
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gradient is such as to accelerate the upstream electrons through the shock to the downstream plasma shed.

Its magnitude can be inferred from the energy of the peak of the downstream-directed electron beam at

the downstream edge of the shock (Schwartz et af., 1987). This estimate is made here using the last of the

four electron velocity distributions messured at times labeled 1 through 4 in Fig. 8 and shown in Fig. 10.

The election beams ix the parallel cuts in all four distributions i,t negative velocities (tailward directed)

are clearly evident. The peak of the parallel cut through distribution four occurs at 10.8 x 103 km/s, or

equivalently, s 330 eV. This value is close to the average potential drop across the 26 distant-tail slow-mode

shocks studied by Schwartz et al., (A@) = 215 V.

The thickness of the ? t April 1979 show-mode shock was inferred from direct measurements of the

current and the magnetic field using

(2)

Thirty-second averages of the X and Y components of the electron and ion bulk velocities are shown in

Fig. 11. Careful inspection shows two intervals when V=. difks from V.p by more than two standard

deviations and two intervals when VVe differs from VVPhy more than two standard deviations. The& times

mark intervals of electron-ion bulk velocit,y differences or currents. Proceeding from left (upstream) to

right (downstream) in Fig. 11, the first such interval shows a current in the -X direction (anti parallel to

~ or directed taiiward, away from the ionosphere). Since from Fig. 11 the velocity difference amounts

‘3 this field-aligned current amounts to J= =to about 140 km/s and the density from Fig. 8 is 10-2 cm ,

-7 x 10-10 Amps/m 2. Although this current occupies a location relative to the lobe-plasma sheet boundary

similar to that occupied by the ones reported by Frank et af. (1981), their relationship is uncertain. The

current muasured here is more than an order of magnitude less

(1981).

Progressing downstream, the next current is cospatial with

tlan the ones meaaured by Frank et al.

the region within the shock front where

electrons heat, It is directed in the positive y direction or from dawn to dusk. This direction is consistent

with that expected for the cross-tail current that supports the slow-mode shock. This current is the one

responsible for accelerating the newly entering lobe plasma earthward to form the observed downstream

plaama jets. Its magnitude is seen to be JV = +2.1 x 10-g A/m2, Application of equation 2 yields a shock

thickness of Al = 2100 km. This thickness is 3.5 times the downstream ion gyroradius, Ad := 600 km, and

comparable to the upstream ion inertial length! c/~Piu = 1930 km.

9



The last current system in Fig. 11 consists of a pair, pointing first in the +X direction and then in

the +Y direction. It is shown in the lowest panel of Fig. 11 to be the current system that supports an

upstream-directed, trailing ion-cyclotron wave. Such a wave wss predicted initially by Coroniti (1971) and

later found in computer simulations of slow-mode shocks (Swift, 1983; Winske et al., 1985; Winske, 1987).

Application of equation 2 yields a wavelength, Am = 2370 km. This value is close to that expected, &,

for the trailing ion-cyclotron wave having k vector along the boundary normal and a phase speed just

sufficient to stand in the oncoming flow. Using parameters from a one-fluid Rankine-Hugoniot analysis of

the shock transition gives AW= 2490 km s &.

The fact that the amplitude of this cyclotron wave (A13V -5 x 10-5 G from ~he bottom panel of

Fig. 11) is comparable to the decrement in 1? across the shock (Al? s 5 x 10-5 G from the top panel of

Fig. 8) suggests that the damping of this wa?e accounts for a significant part of the shock structure. The

fact that & = Af then suggests that the steepness of the 24 April 1979 slow-mode shock is limited by wave

dispersion and not anomalous resistivity. If this result applies more generally, it would explain why the

measured intensity of broadband electrostatic turbulence observed within the 23 March 1983 and 2 Feb

1983 slow mode shocks in the distant tail was not sufficient to

w 3 c/~PiU (Scarf et aL~ 1984b). However! trding ion-cyclotrm

in the ISEE-3, distant-tail data.

6) Role of Slow-Mode Shocks in S ubstorms

account for their presumed thicl&sses,

wave trains have not yet been identified

Geomagnetic substorms are the dominant dynamical activity of the terrestrial magnetosphere. They

occur sufficiently often relative to their relaxation time as to bring into question whether a quiet msgne-

tospheric state exists. Regardless, though, relatively quiet conditions are observed occasionally so that a

steady state appears to be approached. Such a state requires about 2 to 3 hours of settling time. Since

the occurrence of slow-mode shocks is intimately asmciated with magnetic reconnection, which in turn is

intimately associated with geomagnetic substorms (e.g., Russell and McPherron, 1973), it is fair to inquire

what the relation is between the occurrence of slow-mode shocks and substorms,

This question was addressed using a set of 26 slow-shock events identified in ISEE 3 data measured in

the distant geomagnetic tail (Feldman et 41., 1985a). Results of this study showed that 13 of these events

could not be classified into any one phase of substorm activity because they were occurriug too rapidly to

allow a unique identification. Nine and poanibly ten of the remtining events occurred during the recovery
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phase of a substorm, one and perhaps two occurred during the substorm expansion phaae, and one and

perhaps two occurred during quiet times or perhaps t!~e growth phase of a substorm.

In view of the fact that boundaries in the geomagnetic tail are encountered most often during times of

extreme dynamical activity, the fact that slow-mode shocks were found to bound the far-ta’l plasma sheet

most often during active times is not surprising. However, the fact that they were observed during all

phases of geomagnetic activity led to the conclusion that these shocks are a semipermanent feature of the

distant geomagnetic tail. The intimate relationship between magnetic reconnection and slow-mode shocks

(e.g., Petchek, 1564) then implies that oppositely directed north and south lobe magnetic fields are merging

nearly all the time but at widely differing rates. When conditions are quiet, the merging rate is slow, and

when condi ~,icmsare active, the merging rate increases to high levels. This suggestion is consistent with a

recent update (Hones, 1979) of the paradigm of geomagnetic activity originally developed by Russell and

McPherron, 1973). This update is reproduced here in Fig. 12.

During quiet times (Phase 1) magnetic reconnection is occurring at a slow rate in the dista,~t tail

near X 5 -100 RE. When the interplanetary magnetic field carried by the solar wind turns southward,

the rate of magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause becomes enhanced md some solar wind energy

is transferred to :he magnetotail where it is stored temporarily aa magnetic energy density in the lobes.

The result ant increase in transverse pressure in the lobes compresses the near-Earth plaama sheet until

a new neutral line forms, generally between about X = -10 RE and X = -20 RE (Phue ‘2). ~erging

then proceeds to sever the part of the plasma sheet lying between the new and old neutral lines forming a

disconnected plasmoirl (Phases 3 througk 3). Upon completion, the plaamoid accelerates tailward driving

the old neutral line ahead of it (Phaaes 6 through 8). Continued reconnection refills that part of the

pl~ma cheet earthward of the near-Earth neutral line buiiding sufficient back pressure to accelerate the

near-earth neutral line tailward until it occupies the same location previously occupied by the old neutral

line (Fhaaes 9 and 10). Its exact location is fixeti by a balance between the rate at which new pi~~ma

sheet is created from the lobes and the r~te of loss near the Earth due to convection to the frunt side of

the magnetosphere and eventual loss to the front-side magnetosheath through “quiet-time” reconnection.

This location appears to lie near X = -100 RB on average ( I.wicki et af., 1984).

The initial question concerning the role of slow-mode shocks in substorms can now be rephraaed in

the context of tho foregoing paradigm. Wo therefore twk instead, about the relative contribution of the
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f~.ttil s]ow-m~de shocks to the energy budget of the magnetotail. Th!s question was addressed using the

foregoing 26 events assuming they comprise a representative sample of slow-mode shocks in ths distant tail

(Feldman et al., 1984b). They had an average merging rate, expressed in terms of the upstream Alfw!n

Mach number, ~fA, amounting to A~A= O.19+0.08, an average transverse electric field within the shocks of

EYI = 1.6+ 0.7 mV/m, and an average Poynting flux crossing the shocks of As = 9,2A 7,4x 10-3 erg/cma /s.

Estimation of the total power dissipated across these shocks requires a knowledge oft i~eirarea. Since

25 of the 26 shock events were measured near X = -200 RE and the neutral line generally lies earthward

Ofx= -100 RE (Zwickl et al., 1984), we estimate a length, 4 ~ 100 RE. Their width, w, followg from

the measured value of E;, and the average voltage drop measured across the polar cap during periods of

moderate geomagnetic activity, (A*) = w12Vl= 70 keV (Reiff et al., 1981). Assuming Eyt is constant

along the neutral line, we estimate w 9S 7 RE. Putting everything together, we find the average power

dissipated tailward of the neutral line from lobe magnetic energy density in the form of a Poynting flux,

to plasma energy density in the plasma sheet in the form of bulk convection flux, convected enthalpy, and

heat iiux, amounts to (U.) 2? 5 x 1018 ergs/s. This rate is comparable tq that dissipated near the earth

during moderate strength substorwc, (VA) Q!3 x 101s ergs/s (Akarofu, 1977). The near equality of these

two numbers may reflect the fact that equal amounts of energy ff ,.( are dissipated in the near-earth and

distant-tail pairs of slow-mode shocks. ‘X’henear-earth shocks then funnel their energy into the ring current

and auroral ionosphere through particle precipitation and current-driven Joule heating.

The plasmoids released to the solar wind through the far tail represent the last major form of dissipation

during substorms. Modifying the estimate made by Scholer et al. ( 1984b) to be consistent with our present

estimate for the cross-tail width of the merging region, w 9 7 RE (they chose w = 50 RE ), we find an

~ 7 x 10zOergs, Comparison uf this energy withaverage energy dissipater! in the form of plaamoids, Ep -

that released during an entire substorm, either through the pair of far-tail slow shocks or to the nesm

Earth region, shows that plaamoids only represent a minor fraction of the total substorm energy budget.

Assuming the average substorm lasts about AT = 1.5 houre, yields E, = (fJ,)A?’ = 2.7 x 102a ergs and

EA = (UA )A7’ ~ 1.6 x 10X2ergs. We thereforo conclude that slow-mode shocks in the geol ~agnetic tail

accourlt for a major part, if not a dominant part., of the energy budget of magnetosphcric substorm~,

6) Summary and Discussion

Although slow-nmdc shocks tn~y form in ~everal parts of the tmrcstrial mngnetoophcre, they havn only
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been identified M forming a relatively narrow section of the high-latitude boundary of the plasma sheet.

Whereas two views of the geomagnetic tail during “quiet” conditions are shown in Fig, 6, a schematic

version showing the central portion of the tail just after plaamoid release during the recovery pmise of a

substorm, is shown in Fig. 13. Note that for both conditions, the four shock surfaces which fan out from

the neutral line may only extend across a small section of the lobe-plasma sheet boundary containing the

neutral line. The rest of the surface would then be a tangential discontinuity.

The presence of these shocks affect the properties of a very much larger volume of surrounding plasma.

These effects were summarized schematically in Fig. 7. They are seen to be closely analogous to phenomena

observed in the near vicinity of the Earth’s bow shock. Specifically, both lobes of the geomagnetic tail are

analogous to the solar wind, the lobe-plasma sheet boundary layers are analogous to the foreshock of the

Earth’s bow shock, and the plasma-sheet is analogous to the magnetosheath.

The plasma in the plasma sheet is most directly afected by the slow shocks in the geomagnetic tail

since it consists of shock-processed lobe plasma. For the purposes of this review, we adopt as the defining

feature of the plasma sheet that the internal energy density of its plaama particles exceeds that. in the

magnetic field, Although this definition differs, at times, from that adopted by some researchers in the

field, it appears to better organize the phenomenology reviewed here. Whistler waves are often seen in this

rcgiwl (Scarf et al., 1984b). In analogy with the earth’s bow shock (Tokar et aL, 1!)94), the-e waves may

be generated by electron beams in fhe shock, and then convected downstrcarn,

A boundary layer upstream of thes? shocks represent a weii-developed slow foreshock. It supports

many phenomuna observed in the terrestrial bow-wave foreshock (see, e.g., Thomsen, 1985; Klimaz, 1985

and references therein). Energetic and supratherrnai electrons mark its Icadi] g edge followed by streams

of suprati~ermai ions juct behind. These ions are predicted to esc.apo in copious numbers to the upstream

region in theoretical analyses of slow shocks (Winske et aL, 1985; Edmiston and Kennei, 1986; Winske,

1987). ~lotion of the iobe magnetic fieids toward tho central piano of the magnetotail enforces a dispersion

whereby the fastest particles preferentially populate the outermoot (Iobeward edge) rcachcs of the foreshock,

and the siower particles add to tile total particle population in the inner reaches of the formhocki This

separation results from the fact that suprathermai particlcn escaping ti~rougil the entire Iongth of the shock

surface, from the hocked downstream tneriiurn to the unshockcd upstrcatn medium, begin to populate a

fieid iine only when it reconnects in a small voiutne surrounding the neutral line. ThMc limiting flcid lineo
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form the separatrix surfaces, Continuing inward convection of lobe field lines then enforces a separation.

whereby only those particles having speeds faster than spatially variable limiting values, can reach any

given location within the foreshock before the field line convects past. The situation near the geomagnetic

tail slow shocks is closely analogous tot hat occurring upstream oft he Eart h‘s bow shock. Small differences

are ob~erved and are expected, because the changes in magnetic field magnitude at the bow shock and tail

shocks have oppcx~ie signs, and because the near earth slow foreshocks close in the ionosphere, where~

the bow-shock and deep-tail slow foreshocks are open to interplanetary space.

The foregoing spatiai structure of energetic acd suprathermal particles is associated with wave turbu-

lence very similar to that observed in the Earth’s foreshock. Broadband electrostatic noise, electron plauma

oscillations, and magnetosonic fast-mode waves are observed in the slow-mode foreshocks. Whereaa the

plasma oscillations are driven Ly an electron heat flux (Scarf et al., 1984), the fast-mode waves are driven

bj the streaming ion population (Tmrutani and Smith, 1984; Tsurutani et u1., 1985), These fast-mode

waves have k vectors pointing away frmn the shock within a cone angle of about 20°. The origin of the

broaaband electrostatic noise haa not yet been identified.

Since the wave turbulence measured upstream from the slow shocks in the geomagnetic tail is very

similar to that measured upstrc- of the bow shock, it is reasonable to inquire whether slow shocks

accelerate particles as efficiently aa do fast shocks. A search for signatures of such acceleration upstream

from the distant-tail slow shocks have so far proved disappointing (Sanderson and Wenzcl, 1985). A

possible reason for this lack of acceleration may be thut, in contrast to the case upstrwm of faat shocks,

the self-generated magnctosonic waves upstream of slow shocks escape outward since they can travel faster

than the shock (Ioenberg, 1!)86). They ~hernforc do not satisfy the requirement necesoary for a first-order

Fermi process.

Not much is known obeervatiomdly Mbout the internal Rtructure of slow Hhocks hccnum of a lack of

imalysm of adequate data. One feature found commonly within the cart h’s bow shock ( I%ldman cl al.,

1982) that occurs within the S1OWtthocks in the geornagrmtic trill (IWIman et d., 1984) IUOdownstroarn

propagating electron boarm. Them Imarm ara thought to rmult from acccdoration ncross tho ~hock by

an clcctrostatlc potential dlfiarcnco nvcrnging mvmd hundred volts (e.g., Fchlmnn, 1!) Mb, nnd rofort’ncorn

therein; Schwartz Ct d, 1!)87),

other fcaturm of dow-nhock ~tructurc nro known only through tho dotdled nmdymh of one wont, that
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observed in the near tail 0,1 24 April 1979 (Feldman et al., 1987).

had a slow-mode Mach number between 3.2 and 4.0, slightly less

This shock was moderately strong. It

than the average of those observed in

the distant tail, (MOm) = 4.7, and an Alfw% Mach number between 0.10 and 0.67, in range of the average

of the distant-tail shocks, (MA) = 0,19. Two points of special note is a measurement of its thickness

and the observation of a trading, large-amplitude ion-cyclotron wave. This thickness turned out to be

very close to the upstream ion inertial length, c/wpi~, and to the wavelength of the trading ion-cyclotron

wave. The fact that this wavelength was just that needed to stand in the instrearrdng flow suggests that

the shock wavefront steepness waa limited by dispersion rather than anomalous resistivity. This result is

consistent with the fact that the meiumred intensity of electrostatic turbulence in the deep-tail shocks was

not sufficiently high to arrest further steepening (Scarf ct af., 1984b). However, similar trains of trailing

ion-cyclotron waves have not yet been identified in the distant geomagnetic tail.

We note, though, that the distant tail plasma sheet appears much thirmer than does the near-Earth

plasma sheet. The two shocks bounding the distant plasma sheet may therefore interact through their

common downstream plasmaa. Perhaps such an interaction haa modified the structure of trailing ion-

cyclotron waves in the distant plasma sheet so that their structure differs from that single wave evident

in the example of a near-Earth slow-shock croming shown in Fig. 11. The fact that the Y-component of

the magnetic, field downstream, of mo6t of the deep-tail shocks ~tudied to date, has the same orientation,

as that shown in Fige, 3 and 4, ~upports this suggestion. A ningle 180° turn of ~ through positive flv

(a dawn to dusk orientatwrl, an evident in Fig. 3) htu just the orientation sxpccted of a hwge-amplitude

ion-cyclotron w~vc traiiing both north” and tmuth-hounding shocks. Thirn titructure, if a wave, wouid have

normals dlrccted upntrcarn at both slow-shock boundaries. lIowmwr, it is aiao possible that the variation in

the n,zirnuth of ~, evi(icnt botwccn 1840 (JT and 1010 UT in Fig. 4, ie the conventional magnetic nignature

uf a trniiing irm.cyclotron wave, A noto of caution 10in order hero. As just mentioned, trailing ion-cyclotron

waves h~ve not yet bwm ddlnitively idcntifkd in the [iistant geomagnetic tflil, Such identification requires

ion and electron fluid parameters in addition to ~. Sinco ion (iata were not nvailnbk on ISEE 3! resolution

of thin iNNucrOquirONncw memmrmncnts in tha tiintmt goomngnctic tail.

WO now return to tho roio Niow Aocks plwy in gcomngnetic Nub#torms. ‘~hOy hnv~ bO@llfOU1ldh’)

t)ound the Iiigh-littitudo plJUImn Kheot in the diBtRnt tnil during idl phaw of gcwmagnctic hctivity and

m ara n mmipormantmt structural entity of th~ dintnnt tail (F’ddmnn rf d, 1084I)). An intimate of tho
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average power they dissipate in the form of converting a Poynting flux into a bulk kinetic energy flux,

a convected enthalpy, and a heat flux, shows that they play an important, if not dominant role in the

dynamics of the distant geomagnetic ttil, Comparison with tb.e power dissipated near the earth during

moderate strength substorms (Akaaofu, 1977), shows the two are comparable. Although only one slow

shock has been identified on the earthward side of the neutral line to date, this close comparison between

distant- and near-Earth tail power budgets suggests that most of the power dissipated near the Earth in the

form of ring current build up, particle precipitation in the aurorai zone, and Joule heating of the auroral

ionosphere during substorms, may be supplied by near-Earth slow-mode shocks. We therefore agree with

the conclusion of Eastman and coworkers (Eastman et al., 1984, 1985; Eaatman and Fra~k, 1984; Frank,

1985) that slow-mode shocks and their upstream foreshocks, which comprise the high latitude plasma-sheet

boundary layer, play an important role in the dynamics of geomagnetic substcrms. However, in contrast to

their paradigm of magnetospheric activity that pictures substorm onset as caused by the earthward motion

of sporadically formed neutral lines in the distant tail (so called “fireballs,” Frank et al., 1!)76; Frank, 1985),

we find the evidence supporting the alternative paradigm of geomagnetic activity sketched in Fig. 12 (e.g.,

Russell and McPherron, 1973; Hones, 1979; Nishida, 1984, and references therein) overwhelming.’ In this

latter view, a southward-turning magnetic field ii~ the solar wind initiatea enhanced reconnection on the

front side of the magnetopause. Subsequent convection of magnetic field. lines, from the front side of the

magnetosphere over the polar caps to the tail, leada to the transfer of energy across the magnetopause to

magnct~c energy where it is strmd temporarily ill the lobes of the geomagnetic tail. Substorrn initiation

is then marked by formation of a ncw neutral line in the Liear-cnrth tail leading t~ plasmoid ~jcction in

addition ta all the phenomenology that both paradigms have in common.

The morphology of structural changes which occur during gcomngnctic Rubstarms is closely similar

to thatused to dmcribc two-ribbml :o!ar flaren (Sturrock, 1968; Kopp nnd I’neuman, 1976; Cargill and

I’ricst, 1983; I%rlms, 1086; Furben and Malherlm, 1!)86). The similarities are evident by contrasting a figure

from Forbcn and Malhcrlm ( 1986), ~hown hare as Fig. 14, with Figs. 6 mnd 7 of thie review. Although

the phcnom~ncdogy known m occur in tho guornagnatic t~il is much mom dotaild nnd complctc bwmuse

of t}m wwdth of meaaurcments mado using in nitu Rntcllito prohm , corrcaponding ~tructurcn are {wily

idontifiod, I’or mdmplc, t ha conduction front in I“ig. 14 t-an be awmriatcd with the hidiroctional (or, nt

tinm$ ntmrly isotropic) IIuxm of omwpptic oloctrrm found botwmw t hc mparatrix n.nd t hn plaanw.-nheot
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boundary in the near tail; the Ho ribbons correspond to the discreet auroras; the upward streaming

evaporated chromospheric plasma corresponds to the beams of ionospheric ions propagating tailward and

observed to be enhanced near the plasma sheet boundary (Ghielmetti et al., 1978; Sharp et af,, 1981;

Gorney et al., 1981; Collin et af., 1981; Eastman et al., 1984); and the deflection sheath IIa loop-prominence

corresponds to the earthward plasma-sheet jets which are slowed by, and diverted around, the stationary

plasma sheet. The only element included in the tw~ribbon solar-flare configuration not observed in the

near magnetotail is the fast-mode shock at the baae of the narrow, downward jet which finds the Ha

loop prominence. No such shock was necessary in the single magnetotail event studied to date because

the speed of the jet in this event was less than the downstream Alfw% speed. Perhaps such a shock may

appear during other, more energetic substorms that support higher Mach number slow-mode shocks in the

near-earth geomagnetic tail.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 A schematic. epresentation of reconnection at the subsolar rnagnetopause identifying the various

MHD structures expected. The magnetopause consists of a leading rotational discontinuity and a trailing

slow-mode expansion wave. This expansion wave has been identified observationally as the solar wind-

magnetosphere boundary layer. This figure is reproduced from Levy et al. (1964).

Figure 2 Schematic view of the reconnection topology in the geomagnetic tail. Field lines are shown

by single arrows while double arrows denote bulk velocities. The dashed lines represent the separatnces

across which the magnetic topology changes. Plaama flows in toward the X-axis from both lobes and is

turned tailward or earthward on crossing the slow shocks (heavy solid lines) into the plasma sheet. Details,

showing a coordinate system relevant to that part of the slow-shock boundary encircled at the lower right

of the view on top, are given below. This figure is reproduced from Feldman et af. (1984a).

Figu. ~ 3 A plot of the plasma electron density, N, tailward component of the bulk speed, l;, temperature,

T., and heat flux, Q., along with the polar coordinates (in the GSE frame) of the magnetic field vector,

(1?, 0,@) for a complete crossing of the plasma ~heet (approximately indicated by the hatched region) from

the north lobe (1#1s 0°) to the south lobe (4 = 180°) on 23 March 1983. This figure is reproduced from

Feldman et af. (1984a).

Figure 4 A plot of thv plasma electron density, N, bulk plasma speed, V, electron temperature, T., and

heat flux, Q., along with the polar coordinates (in the GSE frame) of the magnetic vector (B, 0, 1#1),during

a 3-hour period on 2 February 1983. The hatched regicn shows when ISEE 3 encountered the neutral sheet

bounded by slow-mode shocks at about 1828 UT and 1922 UT, respectively. This figure is reproduced

from Feldman et m’.(I?%b).

Figure 6 Cuts through three eiectron velocity distributions parallel to ~, measured across the slow-mode

shock encountered at 1922 UT on 2 February 1983. The solid curve overlaying the lobe distribution at

1922:45 UT @ves the Gaussian which fits best the innrr sbc energy points, The hatched region between

the measured distribution and the Gaussian function accentuates the heat flux flowing in the lobe away

from the shock, Positive speeds are along ~ but in general direction toward the Earth. IIer,ce, the lobe

heat flux is Griented taihvard (negative fil ). This figure is reproduced from Feldman et al. (1985 b).

Figure 6 TWOschematic views of the geomagnetic tail showing a noon-midnight meridional cut (above)

and a dawn-dusk cut (below) through the tail somewhat downstream of the neutral line (shown by the
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A-A vector in the meridional cut). The boundary layer is accentuated by hatch marks, the plasma sheet

by cross-hatch marks, and the whole-tail boundary layer by the stipling. The thick solid lines mark the

slow-mode shock and the dashed lines mark the separatrices.

Figure 7 A schematic overview of the various particle populations and their seii-generated wave fields

present in the neighborhood of the high-latitud~ boundaries of the plasma sheet in the geomagnetic tail.

The linear arrays of minus signs denote the leading edges of the electron foreshocks and the linear arrays

of plus sign~ denote the leading edges of the ion foreshocks.

Figure 8 Details of the magnetic intensity, B, and the number dencity, X-component of the proton bulk

flow velocity, electron temperature, and proton temperature during the recovery phase of the substorm

on 24 April 1979. The numbers from one through four at the top give the times when electron spectra

shown in Figure 10 were measured. The tops and bottoms of the vertical lines in both temperature plots

give the maximum and minimum diagonal elements of respective electron and proton temperature tensors.

The cross-hatched regions labeled u and dl in the electron temperature plot identify those intervals for

evaluating upstream and downstream parameters using a one-fluid Rankine Hugoniot analysis. This figure

is reproduced from Feldman et al. (1985a),

Figure 9 Thirty-second averages of the proton heat flux calculated at 15-second intervals. The sign of

the heat flux is positive or negative depending whether the X component points earthward or tailward,

respectively, The error bars give the standard deviations of the means estimated from the variance of

the distribution of three-second samples within each 30-second interval. This

Feldman et al, (1985a).

Figure 10 Parallel and perpendicular (to ~) cuts through electron velocity

figure is reproduced from

distributions measured at

the times indicated by the respective numbers at the top of Figure 8. The smooth curves give the best

Gaussian fits to each of the perpendicular cuts, and the data points with connecting lines givo the parallel

cuts. This figure is reproduced from Feldman et of. (1985a).

Figure 11 Thirty-second averages of the X and Y components of the proton and clectrort hulk volocjtico

during the recovery phaae of the M April 1979 aubetorm, ‘rhc dots give the electron rncans calculatwi every

15 seconds, the vmtical lines give the otandwxl deviations of thcw means ~stimated from the vnrirmcc of

the distribution of three-second sampics within each 20-second lnterwd, And the solid linm givo tho proton

means. Tho Y components of ~ and Vp weightad by (Itr NmP]* m ovorlaid ill tha bottom panel. Thalr
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relative zeros have been shifted so that they are equal at 1143 UT. The hatched region shows the region

of strong electron heating, and the cross-hatched regions identify the interval of time when -By and

VV[4r.NmP]* follow each other very closely. This figure is reproduced from Feldman et al. ( 1985a).

Figure 12 Plasma sheet configuration changes during a substorm. hfagnetic field lines 1, 2, 3, 4 are irt

the plasma sheet (fine hatching), field line 5 bounds the presubstorm plaama sheet, and field lines 6 and

7 are initially in the tail lobe. N marks the location of a distant neutral line that terminates the closed

pre-substorm plaama sheet, IV’ marks a neutral line newly formed at substorm onset. Coarse shading

represents lobe plaama that has come through the slow-mode shock bounding the plasma sheet and has

been accelerated. White arrows indicate directiorw and approximate relative magnitudes of plaama flows,

This figure is reproduced from Hones, 1979.

Figure 13 Schematic drawing of the lobe-plasma sheet boundary configuration of the geomagnetic tail

after substorm onset resulting in the formation and tailward ejection of a plaamoid, The view is from the

north so that the Earth is toward the upper left and the dawn flank is toward the upper right, The part of

the boundary within the two horizontal lines bounding the neutral line is a show-mode shock and that part

outside these lines is a tangential discontinuity. This figure is reproduced from Feldman et al. (1985a),

Figure 14 Schematic drawing showing the MHD shocks generated by reconnection in a line-tied configu-

ration meant to represent a two-ribbon solar flare. Dashed lines dc,iote magnetic field lines, and dashed-dot

lines, the conduction fronts gmwrated by field annihilation at the slow-mode shocks, The correspondence

hetwcen component parts of this configuration and the phcnomeno]ogy of geomagnetic substorms summa.

rizcd in Figure 7, is given in the text. This figure is reproduced from Forbes and Malhcrbe ( 1986),
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